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All accessories are delivered ex works Randers, Denmark, standard packaging included.
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The current applicable version of HOUNÖ’s General Terms of Sale and Delivery applies to all transactions.

4-years warranty with HOUNÖ PROTECT start kit
HOUNÖ offers one of the longest guarantees in the industry, which is dependent on correct cleaning and maintenance of the oven. The HOUNÖ PROTECT start kit secures correct cleaning and water treatment for your HOUNÖ
oven. When using the the start kit, you enable the 4-years warranty for your HOUNÖ combi oven. Find more information about our warranty terms on www.houno.com.

All HOUNÖ PROTECT products are available for purchase online at www.hounoshop.com.
Published by HOUNÖ A/S, Alsvej 1, 8940 Randers SV, Denmark. www.houno.com.
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A total solution to simplify cleaning
and maintenance
									
									
HOUNÖ PROTECT is our range of water treatment and cleaning products specially
developed for HOUNÖ combi ovens. It is also a total solution to simplify cleaning and
maintenance, as it is integrated with our unique oven software – making it easier for you
to take proper care of your oven.
					
The HOUNÖ PROTECT solution is a perfect example of the HOUNÖ design philosophy;
we use innovation and advanced technology to provide simplicity for chefs and kitchen
personnel. The innovative software in HOUNÖ SmartTouch® ovens works together with
HOUNÖ PROTECT products to ensure that the ovens are always in the best condition to
give optimal performance.
			
The oven monitors consumption and tells you when to change Detergent Intense, Rinse
Aid and Hydro Shield water filter, which gives you the best protection and lowest running
cost in the easiest way possible. Use HOUNÖ PROTECT products to ensure superb
cleaning and the best water treatment for your HOUNÖ oven. You can buy the whole
range of HOUNÖ PROTECT products directly at www.hounoshop.com.
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HOUNÖ PROTECT Detergent Intense and Rinse Aid:
The best cleaning products for your HOUNÖ oven

DETERGENT INTENSE
Detergent for cleaning heavily soiled ovens with the
automatic cleaning system. The combination of alkaline,

The HOUNÖ PROTECT cleaning products are made with dedicated components, which
makes them the ideal choice for cleaning HOUNÖ combi ovens. They are specifically
developed for CombiWash®, with you and the environment in mind. 			
					
When using HOUNÖ PROTECT, you can be sure that your oven is excellently cleaned with
the correct products. Get a perfectly clean oven with HOUNÖ PROTECT Detergent Intense

surface-active, and calcium binding components ensures
effective removal of dirt and stuck components.
Furthermore, it prevents calcium deposits in hard water.
Use Rinse Aid in addition to Detergent Intense.

Quantity

Article No.

Price, €

2 x 5L

30500571

52

and Rinse Aid. For daily use, for heavy use and for a shiny and streak-free oven. There is
always a cleaning product for your needs.						
		

RINSE AID
Concentrated, acidic rinse aid, specially developed for ovens
with an automatic cleaning system. The product contains
low-foaming components, which ensures fast and
streak-free drying. Furthermore, the product contains acidic
components, which keeps the oven free from calcification.

Quantity

Article No.

Price, €

2 x 5L

20500200

38

HOUNÖ PROTECT CLEANING PACKAGE
HOUNÖ PROTECT start kit contains
6 x HOUNÖ PROTECT detergent Intense and
2 x HOUNÖ PROTECT Rinse Aid. Both products
are developed for your HOUNÖ oven.

Quantity

Article No.

Price, €

2 x RINSE AID

30520494

194

6 x DETERGENT INTENSE
6
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SUMA EXTEND D3

HOSE KIT FOR DETERGENTS

Liquid degreaser, which is used undiluted to remove grease,

Hose kit suitable for HOUNÖ Protect Rinse Aid and

burnt coatings and oil from kitchen equipment such as

Detergent Intense containers. If you have not purchased

ovens. Fast acting and very effective on greasy surfaces.

HOUNÖ Protect detergent or rinse aid before, we strongly

High efficiency, since the product is sprayed out and can

recommend that you also buy a hose kit.

stick to vertical surfaces. Does not contain lye and is safe
for aluminum. Sprayer included.

Quantity

Article No.

Price, €

2 x 2L

045749

24

Quantity

Article No.

Price, €

1

30520027

25

SPRAY PUMP
Exstra spray pump for Suma Extend D3 degreaser.

SUMA CALC D5
Concentrated descaling agent for removal of limescale on
kitchen equipment and tools. The effective removal of
limescale helps protect the equipment and improves
hygienic safety. Effective economy of use due to the 		
concentrated formula. Removes oxidized film and gives

Quantity

Article No.

Price, €

1

30500582

12

matte metal surfaces a new shine. Sprayer included.

Quantity

Article No.

Price, €

2 x 2L

045750

26

STEEL CARE OIL
Steel oil is used to polish and protect the outside
of the oven.

Quantity

Article No.

Price, €

2 x 0,5L

045651

12
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HOUNÖ PROTECT Hydro Shield:
The best water treatment for your HOUNÖ oven 				
			

HOUNÖ PROTECT Software: Advanced technology for better workflows

The Hydro Shield water treatment system is the optimal choice of protection for your

You can adjust the settings on your SmartTouch® oven, so it matches the environment of

HOUNÖ oven. Hydro Shield removes exactly those corrosion-causing deposits from the

your oven; you can for example adjust the water hardness on the oven. This information

water, which are harmful to combi ovens.

in conjunction with the Hydro Shield water filter enables the oven to tell you exactly when
the filter has used 80% of its capacity.				

When you use Hydro Shield water filters, you avoid unnecessary wear and help extend the
lifetime of your oven. 							

The oven gives you a notification, when this happens. This allows you to order a new water
filter in time, so you have new filter ready when needed. The oven also tells you when the

The HOUNÖ PROTECT Hydro Shield water filters are available in three sizes.

water filter has used all of its capacity. This means you can use the full capacity of the

The capacity of each filter depends on your water hardness.

water filter and replace once it is necessary.
For installation of the Hydro Shield water filter on HOUNÖ Standard ovens, you should use
the Water Flow Meter – Aquameter. This system will monitor the capacity of the Hydro

HYDRO SHIELD

Shield filter cartridge, so you will know when to change the filter. This way, you get the
most out of the Hydro Shield water treatment solution for your HOUNÖ Standard oven.

The Hydro Shield water filter removes total hardness as well
as harmful chemicals to ensure correct water supply to the

The same goes for the cleaning products, where the oven will notify you when supply is

HOUNÖ combi oven.

running low. It will also tell you if there is not enough cleaning products to run a selected

The Hydro Shield system is designed to work together

cycle. This way the HOUNÖ PROTECT Solution can eliminate stress, as it gives you time to

with the HOUNÖ combi oven. Filter capacity and need for

order new cleaning products in good time.						

replacement is managed in the oven’s SmartTouch software.

							

Alternatively, the capacity is monitored with the Aquameter.

Filter size

Article No.

Price, €

Hydro Shield S 1500

30500544

73

Hydro Shield L 3600

30500545

134

Hydro Shield XL 6000

30500546

240
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Do you know why you need a water
filter for your HOUNÖ combi oven?
Check out the FAQ section at www.hounoshop.com to
get answers to your questions regarding oven cleaning
and water filters.
For example, you can learn why you need a water filter,
what the water filter removes, how you measure water
hardness, and much more.
Scan the QR code or e-mail hounoshop@houno.com
to learn more.
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MOUNTING KIT FOR FILTER

WATER TEST STRIPS

Mounting kit for filter – brackets, filter head and hoses. Filter

Total hardness test kit - strips test.

head with internal thread for mounting the filter cartridge,

Verify in intervals the water total hardness in dH.

suitable for all Hydro Shield filter cartridge sizes. (Integrated

5 test in the kit.

into the filter head are an Aquastop and a return valve.)
•

Bracket for mounting the filter cartridge

Quantity

Article No.

Price, €

•

3 Hoses with gaskets for water connections

1

T-fitting for direct tap-water supply to drain cooling and

30520449

6

•

hand shower if applicable
•

WATER DROP TEST

Installation instructions

Quantity

Article No.

Price, €

Precision total hardness test kit for water hardness. This test

1

30500327

93

kit will give you the exact water total hardness in dH.
Flush the vial and fill with 10ml. Count drops until colour

HOSE KIT FOR WATER FILTERS

change (red to green). 1 drop = 1 dH. Kit covers 10-20 tests.

Hose kit suitable for HOUNÖ Protect Hydro Shield water

Quantity

Article No.

Price, €

1

30500578

22

filters. 3 Hoses with gaskets for water connections.
If you have not purchased HOUNÖ Protect Hydro Shield
water filters before, we strongly recommend that you also
buy a hose kit.

Quantity

Article No.

Price, €

1

30520455

40

WATER FLOW METER - AQUAMETER
The in-line water meter monitors the residual capacity of
the Hydro Shield filter cartridge. This ensures timely
replacement of the filter cartridge. The display indicates

FILTER HEAD

the residual capacity. We strongly recommend that you also
purchase the water flow meter together with your Hydro

Filter head with internal thread for mounting the filter

Shield filter cartridge. The water flow meter is suitable for

cartridge. Suitable for all Hydro Shield filter cartridge sizes.

HOUNÖ ovens with a dial or pushbutton.

Integrated into the filter head are an Aquastop and a return
valve. Bracket for mounting the filter cartridge is included.

Quantity

Article No.

Price, €

Quantity

Article No.

Price, €

1

30500510

53

1

300500409

80
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4 years warranty with HOUNÖ PROTECT
HOUNÖ offers one of the longest guarantees in the industry,
which is dependent on correct cleaning and maintenance of the
oven. The HOUNÖ PROTECT start kit secures correct cleaning
and water treatment for your HOUNÖ oven. When using the
the start kit, you enable the 4-years warranty for your HOUNÖ
combi oven.
Find more information about our warranty terms at
www.houno.com/support/
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Thank you
Thank you for your attention and for considering HOUNÖ PROTECT cleaning and
water treatment products. We hope you have found inspiration on how you can utilize
HOUNÖ’s consumables in your kitchen.
Our Scandinavian roots are strong, as we have designed and produced HOUNÖ combi
ovens in Randers, Denmark since 1977. Our Scandinavian mindset is expressed in our
solution-oriented approach to both oven design and accessories use.
We are looking forward to further conversations and cooperation with you.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us, if you have any questions or comments.
Sincerely,
Your HOUNÖ team
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HOUNOSHOP.COM
Visit our webshop for the latest offers and
campaigns. Buy HOUNÖ PROTECT products
online and get your purchase delivered
directly to your door.

GET IN TOUCH.
As your combi oven specialist, we always
do our utmost to help our customers.
Worldwide.

HOUNÖ A/S
ALSVEJ 1
DK-8940 RANDERS SV
DENMARK
T: +45 8711 4711
E: houno@houno.com
www.houno.com
www.hounoshop.com
PART OF

At HOUNÖ, we take care of our environment. Therefore, this flyer is printed on 100% recycled paper. Recycled paper requires much less water and a
considerable reduction in energy consumption compared to regular paper. Since our environment is key to us, HOUNÖ is a carbon neutral company.
We are committed to using climate friendly electricity produced by wind turbines. Visit our windmill at 56°27’44.8”N 8°12’49.7”E.
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